SEAN HEBERLING

CFO

ABOUT

EXPERIENCE

Sean strives for excellence in each of his personal and
professional pursuits. After working with Kurt to help a
Tribe of American Indians finance a modern healthcare
facility, Sean wanted to continue advocating for the
mission of Indigenous Pact. Like Kurt, Sean believes that
business can be used as a force for good when it prioritizes
both social and financial returns for stakeholders. Sean
serves as a Director for the Boards of several for-profit and
non-profit entities.

MARION STREET CAPITAL

Prior to joining Indigenous Pact, Sean spent over twenty
years in Finance working for firms such as Navigant
Consulting, Inc., BNY Mellon and Morgan Stanley.
Sean holds a CFA Charter and he teaches Finance to
undergraduate Finance majors and to aspiring CFA
Charterholders.

TOPTAL™

CEO/CFO

•

•

FINANCE SCREENER & FINANCE EXPERT

•

•

INTERESTS
•

FAMILY

TRIATHLON

Managed nine analysts, managed up to thirty-five
operating business employees at one time and
evaluated thousands of investment opportunities
Served as CEO & CFO for several MSC acquisitions
and successfully improved upon two holdings – a
restaurant concept and a retail franchise – that
enabled the sale at 4x and 2x their original purchase
price, respectively

POKER

Wrote a business plan, created a ten-year forecast
model, created investor material, and structured
investment terms for a startup software company
as an outsourced CFO
Built a five-year forecast model, wrote a Strategic
Plan and initiated a transition from a Founderfunded model to a donor-funded model for an
international nonprofit as a contract finance expert
Authored The Undeniable Importance of a Business
Plan, a synopsis of which was published in The
Triangle, Drexel University’s independent studentrun newspaper

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR, FINANCE

•
SKIING

SAILING

SOCCER

•

CONTACT
sean@indigenouspact.com

215.431.0030

•

Taught five semesters of Equity Markets &
Valuation for the Finance Department, Villanova
School of Business
Developed a series of 12 weekly Bloomberg®
assignments to guide undergraduate Finance
Majors to produce actionable investment
recommendations with quantifiable alpha and
asymmetric risk/reward
Recruited the Fundamental Value Equity Team
from Brandywine Global Investments, an $80B
active manager located in Philadelphia, to grade
my students’ final projects

